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Video editing software is broadly used to produce and improve home videos that are captured by
home camcorders, or similar media devices. They featured in creating, splitting, merging, fixing, and
other basic operations to movie clips. The video editor is precisely a remarkable program among
them. Considering original videos are rough, users usually need to do de-noise, anti-shake,
image/sound enhancement, etc. ArcSoft ShowBiz is a good window 7 video editor to cover all these
tasks. Follow us to learn how to make stunning home movies in Windows 7.

Use ShowBiz to Make Home Videos Easily

Step 1Input video files to ShowBiz

ShowBiz for Windows 7 can detect any popular media devices connected to your computer. If your
camcorders, smart phones, or mass storage devices are connected correctly, ShowBiz will ask you
whether to upload them at first.

Step 2Edit movie clips with ShowBiz

1.Basic Edit: Right-click on clips in editing board, use the pop-up menu to select options. You can
cut, copy, delete, set speed and the like to current clip, or use the little camera shaped button below
previewing window to capture a frame.

2.Add Elements: Click on video thumbnails; choose what elements to add from the top small toolbar
and edit your video clips with effects, voice-over, transitions, and texts templates.

3.Advanced Edit: Double-click on thumbnail to set detailed options for videos, such as fine trimming,
color correction and position adjustment.

Step 3Save/Share Videos Created

ArcSoft ShowBiz has strong exporting/on-line sharing tools with effects' previewing functions
through the whole process. Integrated with varies of exporting solutions, the video editor for
windows 7 allows you to save movies in different formats and sizes; transfer them to popular media
devices; and share movies to YouTube, Facebook. ShowBiz even burns DVDs, Blu-ray discs.
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Alethea John - About Author:
ArcSoft provides the world's leading multimedia software.For more details on a video editor and a
video editor for windows 7 than please visit our website.
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